PRESIDENT’S CORNER

Chelsea Sweetin
I hope that everyone is getting along in this continued time of quarantine and isolation. I know for me it has been a bit of a roller coaster.
Some days I barely notice it, while others I feel like pulling my hair out. One day at a time is all we can do, whatever that day might bring. I
have really enjoyed the extra time I have to cook, which I already did prior to quarantine, but it just seems a little less rushed and a bit more
theraputic. I’ve also been reading, listening to podcasts and music, and doing so much walking in my neightborhood ! Since this lockdown
started my fiance and I have walked over 120 miles, all within 6 miles of our apartment!! The spring blooms are wonderful and something
we both realized we never really enjoy much.
I know if any of you are like me you are itching to get outside, and outside in the sense of hiking, climbing, surfing, or whatever your activity
of choice is. Much of the bulletin this month focuses on how to do this responsibly. As things start to open back up, we as a club have a
responsibility to educate ourselves on the guidelines put in place by the various outdoor organizations, the state, and the CDC. And then
act accordingly. I like many am excited to see some movement towards more access to the outdoors, but I am also cautiously optimistic.
Nothing is changing yet in regards to social distancing or congregating in groups, so despite some expanded access, our outdoor recreating will look vastly different than most years at this time. In addition we are still being asked to stay as close to home as possible, and have
not only plan B’s but also plan C’s if the local destinations we choose are too busy. Continue to limit your interactions, stay close enough
that you aren’t needing to stop for gas, and bring all your supplies with you, including items to maintain personal hygene.
I sat in on an Outdoor Alliance Panel Discussion the other day and one thing that really resonated with me was a comment from one of
the panelists regarding selfishness. Everyone is in the same boat, we are all feeling cooped up, we all want to get outside, and get back to
some sense of normalcy. But we can’t do that unless we act in a selfless manner. We can’t all rush back to our favorite places right away,
we need to be responsible so that we fuel the momentum towards increased access, not regression and re-closures. Have patience and be
smart.
Also be kind, both to others and yourself. Don’t get upset or discouraged if you show up to a trailhead and it’s already full, try somewhere
else, or stick to your neighborhood for another week or so until the buzz levels out a bit. Go early or late, now that our days are longer,
try and avoid peak times to do your recreating. Especially at the more populare trails and crags. If you do get out remember we are still in
difficult times with our healthcare systems overloaded and undersupplied, don’t push it, keep it chill. Maybe don’t push yourself on that
sketchy climb at the limit of your abilities, take it a bit slower on those bike trails, and be hyper-aware on those hikes and trail runs of your
surroundings.
And remember not everywhere is open yet, so make sure you do your homework before you head out and make sure you are observing
closures and guidelines put in place by each specific location. Unfortunately camping is still off the table in most scenarios, all public camping areas are closed for overnight stays, and while there are remote public lands in some areas please think about the communties close
by and the other guidelines you may have to fudge in order to get there and stay. Again, we have to be more selfless in these times, many
communities are pleading for people to stay away if they can to limit their exposure. Not everywhere has the healthcare system that a city
like Seattle does (and even here it’s stretched thin), and these “gateway communitites” can be high risk for an outbreak.
Think of others as you make your decisions to get outside, we are all a community and the actions of some will have an impact on others
whether you like it or not. And remember this will pass, we will be able to return to the outdoors in groups eventually, and the more we work
together and cooperate the quicker that can happen.
Stay safe and sane.
-Chelsea

Recreating Responsibly Amidst COVID-19
A Note From Our Activity Committee
This Spring, for many of us, has been disappointing. Though I feel it’s a privilege to be disappointed and not something worse. Maybe you’ve settled into a new routine or maybe you’re only growing more restless. Hopefully you are
all well. I hope you can fight isolation fatigue by taking action while staying home or planning a common sense, local
adventure.
As outdoor spaces reopen, we face more challenges than before. Access Fund’s guide to climbing basically starts
with “maybe don’t.” WTA offers some really good guidance for how to hike responsibly (as well as a list of closures).
There’s more guidance and research from Leave No Trace Center for Outdoor Ethics. Our in person stewardship projects are on hold, but I hope you will consider you are a steward every time you head out to recreate.
We’ve spent a lot of time listening to access experts, local climbing organizations, and public land managers. We
want to arm ourselves and provide the WAC with the best possible information. The reality is there is still a lot we
don’t know and the situation changes rapidly. Experts are doing their best to apply public health guidelines to the
groups they represent and places they manage. They do not have the tools, funding, or resources to control crowding or police outdoor spaces. Land managers really only have the blunt tool of closure. If we can recreate in compliance with public health guidelines, things will be open. If there is crowding, things will close. If we cannot take personal responsibility we’ll lose access completely. More than that, we’ll be putting many more people in harms way.
Resist the urge to be selfish. Be generous - maintain personal responsibility, spread good vibes in the community,
and share your best practice adventures. Please support each other and think of the safety of others. The Outdoor
Alliance Infographic (see below) still sums it up nicely.
We will do our best to keep you all updated with new guidance as it becomes available. Please, if you have any
questions or are looking for more resources, reach out to us (stewardship@washingtonalpineclub.org). We are happy
to provide more resources and would love to hear from you. Let us know how you are doing!
-Tessa, Matt, & Jenn

ADDITIONAL RESOURCES:
Outdoor Alliance: https://www.outdooralliance.org/blog/2020/3/24/how-to-get-outside-during-a-pandemic
Notes from WAC attendees: https://docs.google.com/document/d/1t4FwiWWlZm-nTMO05ig0c-0uGKnaVtvVxA_zmDANies/
edit?usp=sharing
Outdoor Alliance Panel Youtube Recording: https://youtu.be/WTL1LXm9SP8
Washington Climbers Coalition: https://washingtonclimbers.org/index.php/2020/05/02/covid-19-and-wa-climbing/
Access Fund: https://www.accessfund.org/open-gate-blog/covid-19-resources-for-climbers
.
Notes from WAC attendees: https://docs.google.com/document/d/1uN3IOlY-9ndPKD-Dmgq_W4ZXLO6-IqoX_aUItNaGuK8/
edit?usp=sharing

Stay safe and be smart out there. Please don’t hesitate to reach out if you have any questions or concerns, we can try and put
you in touch with the right people.

CONNECT WITH WHAT MATTERS
ENGAGING WITH PERSONAL VALUES
By: Trevor Davis
As a rehabilitation psychologist I often work with people who are dealing with changes in abilities after an injury, medical condition, or other life event that is keeping them from doing some of the things they love. In many cases, I help
people find new or modified ways to get outside and to connect to their personal values through activity and movement. Now at the time of putting this together there is a global pandemic with COVID-19 that is having the same
effect for nearly everyone. Given various stay-at-home and social distancing measures many of us can’t engage with
the outside world in the same way as before. Some of us may be sick or needing to reduce physical contact with
others to either reduce risk for ourselves or to help reduce the risk for our local, regional, national, and global communities. For us that love the outdoors, our abilities to connect with those spaces have been greatly reduced. A lot
of areas are closed, and for understandable reasons. We are all doing our part to slow the growth of COVID-19 as we
make sacrifices. I’m not able to go for a hike, go splitboarding on the spring corn snow, climb at local crags, or go fly
fishing in Washington rivers. I’m sure you too are limited in what you are able to do.
These limitations bring various challenges. Many of us also cope with the stresses and struggles of daily life by
engaging in outdoor activities. There’s a 1-2 punch with all of this - we are limited in connecting with the outdoors one of our main coping strategies, AND there are increased stressors with COVID-19. So, how do we cope with the
current stressors of life when we likely do not have as much access to some of our main coping strategies?
Be it climbing, skiing, trail running, hiking, mountain biking; you can’t do it right now. Or, you can’t do it in the same
and familiar way. We all take part in outdoor activities and sports for different reasons. Whatever your reasons might
be, there is a good chance that right now there is a gap between what you’re wanting or needing and with what you
can do.
Luckily, there are still ways to find healthy and meaningful temporary substitutions. That is one of the blessings. For
this situation, most of us will be able to get back out there eventually. This pandemic will pass. And while there are
likely to be some long-term challenges, the outdoors will reopen. So here is our goal - find ways that we can tap into
our outdoor activity-related values even though we right now can’t do the specific activity from pre-COVID-19. If we
can do this, it will boost our abilities to weather the storm by bringing back some of the stress-managing powers
associated with those activities we love to do. When we are meaningfully engaged with our personal values we enhance our wellbeing and quality of life.
So first, you need to understand what you are missing. Sure, you are missing the specific activity and/or sport. But,
what does that certain activity give you? Why is it so important to you?
Some might say they do things in the outdoors to:
Challenge themselves
Exercise
Have a project or something to work for
Compete and/or focus on performance
Increase a sense of accomplishment
Have adventure
Explore and see new things or place
Spend time alone
Spend time with close friends/loved ones
Process emotions, express emotions, or give time to think
Meet new people
Be in nature
Disconnect from modern life/cities/technology and enhance a sense of simplicity
These are some examples of values that might be connected with the activity you love. Values are these big and
meaningful areas of importance. They are different from goals, as goals are the things we specifically accomplish.
Values are our guiding principles.

CONNECT WITH WHAT MATTERS
For example, I value seeing new places and because of that value I set goals such as hiking new trails or climbing
new routes.
As you run through that list, there might be a few values that stand out. Seeing this, it makes sense why you miss
climbing, running, skiing, etc, right now. These activities nurture you by way of connecting you to some of your
personal values. I would guess that right now most of us are missing our connections to the values that the outdoors
provide.
Once you identify the missing need - seeing what values are connected to your outdoor pursuits - you can start looking for ways to enhance your connection with that value with the resources you do have available to you right now.
Explore to see if we can find some ways to modify how we can do things and/or find a substitute. The beautiful thing
is, there is no indication that these changes right now related to COVID-19 are totally permanent. I often help people
find ways to navigate experiences of loss and grief. That’s what you might be feeling right now. Sometimes those
losses are temporary. Sometimes they’re more permanent. Remind yourself that losses related to COVID-19, for the
most part, are going to be temporary.
While you can’t go out and do the specific thing you love, take a deep breath, and find a way to engage with your
value.
Let’s run though an example:
Missed Activity: Bouldering
Activity Values: Projecting; Connecting to Friends; Exercise
Engage with the Values Now: Is there anything you could be projecting or working on near your home right now?
Maybe it is related to climbing, or maybe it is a different kind of project. Potential bonus points if you can find a way
to do that with friends (while remaining physically distant). Maybe there is a way to connect with bouldering friends
now - phone, computer, etc. It isn’t everything, but it is certainly more than nothing.
Here’s another:
Missed Activity: Skiing
Activity Values: Time in nature; Objectives/Focused Time; Active Decision Making/Planning
Engage with the Values Now: Maybe you cannot find a way to find a substitute that fulfills all values. Take on a few at
a time. Time in nature - Can you walk to a local park and find a space to soak in some green time? Objectives focus
- Can you take on mini-hikes in your area to explore neighborhoods. Decision Making/Planning - Can you plan some
ski routes for next year and anticipate what the decision making points may be for those routes?
The other day I was missing something to do that was not connected to a computer or electronic device. I need a
project. I decided to clean the exterior windows, and as I did that I talked with a good friend on the phone for over
an hour (OK, so still an electronic device was involved. . . ). I realized that when I’m hiking, or skiing, or climbing, I
get time away from my computer. I’m engaged with a specific project or activity. It keeps me focused. And, I also get
“trail talk” - uninterrupted time to chat with people I love. While cleaning the windows is far from a mountain hiking
trail, it did provide some connections to some of my values.
I hope for all of us that we can find meaningful ways to connect with our values as we get through this challenging
time. We will get back out there. For now, let’s all make sure we are doing our best to take care of ourselves and each
other. Hopefully this helps. Reach out to others for support and brainstorming. I hope to see you out there sometime
soon.

Additional Article from Our Risk Management Committee
https://www.outsideonline.com/2411905/psychological-first-aid-mental-resilience#close

Dirtbag Diaries!
The WAC’s very own Ashlee Langholz has been occupying her time these days working with the
Podcast “Dirtbag Diaries” and is looking for our help! Take a look at her writeup below and start
thinking about your possible contribution!
All this downtime have you reminiscing about past adventures? Do you have a story you think
would make a good Dirtbag Diaries episode-- A time you got benighted? A coming of age trip that
propelled you into the next chapter of your life? A time when everything was going right... until
it wasn’t? We’re always looking for great stories. Stories you’re friends ask you to retell over the
campfire. Stories that get you asking, “What happened next?” with a beginning, middle and end. It
would be great to harness some of this time into creativity, and stoke with the outdoor community.
Here are a few examples:
Flip of A Coin
About locals Andy and Chuck Wyatt who get caught in a terrifying snowstorm while on a ski trip in
Alaska
Mr Hodges
About a high school teacher who took a group of 22 students on a (bike) trip of a lifetime in 1975.
Better Than I Found It
About a Joshua Tree climber’s personal experience with the events surrounding the 2018 shutdown and his felt responsibility to protect a place he loves.
Please write us!
editor at ducttapethenbeer (dot) com
---Please include the following in your pitch:
What’s the synopsis of the story?
What do you think is the ‘heart’ of the story?
Why do you think this story would make a great Dirtbag Diaries episode?
Is this a story you want us to consider or one you want to record, write and produce yourself?
If you’d like to produce the piece yourself, tell us about your experience with audio production–
and please link to at least one work sample.
We will not be able to respond to submissions that do not address the questions above. We have
a small team, and we’re dedicated to putting our energy into making a great show.
Thank you! -Ashlee Langholz

Member Photos

Randy Oakley
Kokanee Glacier Cabin / Mt
John Carter in BC, just before
the shutdown

Nadia Hakki
Oil painting of Fisher Valley, in
North Cascades 6 x 6

John Sanford
View north from Kloochman
Rock (an area where is was
legal to hike)

Pat O’Brien and his siblings outside
their mother’s room as she fighs
COVID-19
View Washington Post Story here
ABC News Story here

Robertson Miller
Bird watching in SW Washington

Alpine Astronomy
By: Robertson Miller
I hope you enjoyed the April installment of Alpine Astronomy. This is the fourth of my continuing series of
monthly articles. Any luck spotting the parade of planets? There’s still time as the planets and the comet
will become easier to see in May.
In 1982 or ‘83, can’t remember exactly, my soon-to-be wife, Anchi, and I had our first car camping experience on Palomar mountain in San Diego county, California. The event was a school fieldtrip. I had signed
up for an Astronomy class while attending the University of California, Irvine. The fieldtrip was to visit the
Palomar Observatory, home to the 200-inch Hale Telescope. That trip still marks the one and only time I’ve
been there. The Hale Telescope was the largest in the world when it was built in 1949 and remained so until 1976. The observatory is owned and operated by California Institute of Technology (CalTech). I remember being told the 200-inch mirror took ten years to grind and a year to cool before it was installed in the
observatory. After touring the observatory, which is at the summit of Palomar mountain, about 6,000 feet
above sea level, the class drove down the road two miles to the Palomar campground, 4,800’ elevation.
There we set up several large, but portable, telescopes owned by the school and spent much of the night
observing objects in the sky. I remember seeing the rings of Saturn for the first time that night. Finally, the
lateness of the hour sent me to bed in the back of our car, my first car camping experience in the mountains. As I wrote in the first installment of “Alpine Astronomy” this hobby takes you to remote, high, places
for the best night viewing.
The month of May offers a chance to spot the elusive planet Mercury. Mercury is the closest planet to the
sun. As such, it is always near the sun in the sky. That makes Mercury impossible to see except for a short
time, either near sunrise or sunset. To this day I myself have never seen Mercury. But on May 21st the shy
Mercury will come very close, extremely close, in fact, to the brightest planet in the sky, Venus. Mercury will be just below, almost touching Venus. Mark your calendar, for the evening of Thursday, May 21st
around 9pm. The very bright Venus will be very low on the northwest horizon and Mercury will be right next
to it. Starting about 8pm you will be able to see Venus, but the sky will still be too bright to see Mercury.
So, follow Venus starting after 8pm. Around 9pm, or shortly after, the sky should be dark enough to spot
Mercury. Oh, and by the way, in the days prior to that the bright comet C/2019 Y4 (ATLAS) that I wrote
about last month (April) will be in the same area of the sky to the northwest. The comet is expected to be
visible to the naked eye.
Not many people ever get a chance to spot Mercury. Let’s see how many WAC’ers can find it. I’m going to
try. Here’s hoping for clear sky May 21st.

Left: Palomar Observatory
Above: Mercury next to Venus low on the western horizon after
sunset May 21st

If you have photos or content to contribute to the bulletin please email us at:
bulletin@washingtonalpineclub.org

Intermediate Climing Class
The WAC ICC Cochairs have been Zooming for 7 weeks already! And we know there's nothing
certain in wilderness pursuits right now. But we are monitoring the quarantine and social distancing recommendations and ethics as agreed upon by the WA State government and USFS
policy, the small communities we affect, and the precedents set by other climbing organizations.
We intend to be conservative with our decision to proceed and will keep everyone informed. At
this time we are hopeful that we will be able to hold the 2020 Intermediate Class.
(Interestingly, this is the SECOND worldwide pandemic the WAC has been through. Anna Louise
Strong started the Campers Collective in 1916, just before the 1918 Spanish flu pandemic.)

WAC ICC Instructor Sign Up & Student Applications are live! Spread the word!
2020 STUDENT APPLICATION (due July 1)
Sign Up Here
We can’t have the class without instructors!
Sign up here to help out!

Full 2020 ICC schedule is here.
More info about the ICC course here.
If you have any questions, please contact us at wac-basic-chairs@googlegroups.com

CABIN REPORT

Mike Mahanay
We are now into the third month of the covid-19 pandemic nightmare. Almost 500 people in King County and
75,000 in our nation have died already since the pandemic began earlier this year. The good news is that we live in a
state that has an excellent governor who is managing the situation based on science and facts. As things loosen up
and we start to move around more we must not let our guard down – practice physical distancing, wear masks, sanitize and wash your hands at every opportunity.
The WAC Board acted very quickly to curtail Guye Cabin and classes. I don’t expect Guye Cabin to really open
this summer. Events and groups are all cancelled. A few of us will be up weekly to check on things and do needed
maintenance. With the large loss of revenue for the Cabin and Club, we will minimize any spending for at least the
summer and only be doing essential maintenance. As we have always done, any spending must be approved in advance by Mike M the Cabin Chair and larger amounts by the WAC Board. Luckily the Cabin has many supporters who
donate their time, money, and materials. Thank you all!
In the future when Guye Cabin does become available again expect to see modified protocols to keep everyone safe- required handwashing, rigorous cleaning and sanitizing protocols, physical distancing, and masks.
Stay safe, and enjoy the new quietness of a world slowed down. If you need anything let me know and I will try to
help.
Cheers
-Mike-

Still a bit of snow up at the cabin as of early May!

CLUB CALENDAR
MAY
In-person events this month have been cancelled or postponed.
GUYE CABIN IS CLOSED
LOOKING FOR VIRTUAL INSTUCTORS!!
As things begin to open up it’s time to sharpen our crampons and our skills. Because we didn’t have a
chance to instruct the Basic Climbing Class this year, we would like to offer a few Facebook Live sessions
where WAC members can watch demos and get some of your burning questions answers.
Please submit any questions you have (e.g. When is the best time to climb Shuksan?, Can we review the
WAC Way for doing ______?, Can we review Z-pully?). Once we know what you all want to learn, we will
call for volunteers to offer answers to these questions.
Send Questions to: wacboard@googlegroups.com
or post to our Facebook Page
The first session will be held Tuesday, May 26 @ 7pm.

COMMUNITY EVENTS
While we are not allowed to venture into the mountains we love or gather as a physical community,
more and more people are figuring out how to stay connected and invovled.
MAY
Kaf Adventures “Ask A Climbing Guide” Video Series
Ongoing: Uphill Athlete Zoom Hangouts & Fitness Videos
16th: Outdoor Research Drive-Thru Job Fair
20th: SheJumps Panel on Changing PNW Snowpack

MOTHERS DAY!
Don’t forget that it’s Mother’s Day today! Reach out to all the great mom’s in your life to make sure they
feel the love.
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